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1. Main Title - Il fungo sirena 2:37
2. Holidays! 1:46
3. Driving Home & Gerola 0:49
4. Goat Walk (I) 1:57
5. The Guests Arrive (I) 0:41
6. Launching the Kite 1:42
7. Gossip 1:42
8. Rumours 0:55
9. The Guests Arrive (II) 0:42
10. Sad Stories 2:25
11. The Mill 1:49
12. Fast Motion Shop 0:08
13. About Town 4:56
14. S Loves P (I) 1:00
15. Race to the Fountain 1:05
16. Bitto Cheese & House Tour 3:31
17. The Girl Guide 0:44
18. Drumming in the Square 0:55
19. The Puppy 0:38
20. The Organ 0:12
21. Finding the Puppy 0:50
22. The Dream 0:57
23. The Mermaid Mushroom 1:54
24. Cleaning the Toilet 0:28

25. The Memorial 1:43
26. Rejection 1:55
27. Discotèca Moulin Rouge 3:23
28. Love & Cake 0:35
29. Kite in the Corn 0:42
30. S Loves P (II) 1:18
31. Lovers in the Forest 1:01
32. Scooter Ride 0:52
33. Goat Walk (II) & Mountain Rescue 4:00
34. Love Peal 0:50
35. Love in the Bell Tower 0:35
36. AWOL 1:38
37. The Search 2:17
38. Hope 2:10
39. Helicopter Search (out-take) 0:37
40. The Children Search 2:40
41. Reunited 0:50
42. The Wedding 2:06
43. Burial, Finale, Up, Up & Away 2:55

Total duration:        1hr 6mins 30secs
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Composer Notes

It was wonderful to meet a kindred spirit in film director Stefan Archetti.

Il fungo sirena was in Italian, of which I spoke only a few words. My good friend 
Settimo Palermo kindly viewed the film with me and gave a running commentary. I 
took many notes. To an extent, this language distance offered a new-found freedom 
for a composer. Whilst I understood generally what was being said, I found myself 
responding more to the characters' expressions, their reactions and situations. The 
spectacular mountains of Gerola and Morbegno inspired.

Il fungo sirena made me recall two films: François Truffaut's L'argent de poche (Small 
Change) (1976), about kids' shenanigans in the French town of Thiers. The other film 
I saw in a now-demolished little cinema at Victoria railway station, London, during 
the early 1970s. (Can you think of a better way to wait for a train?) It was Walter 
Perkins's Pablo and the Dancing Chihuahua (1968), with music by George Bruns. A 
tot at the time, I remember the orphaned central character Pablo, hypnotizing a 
chicken with his finger to steal its egg. He plays a lonely, dancing tune on his Aztec 
ocarina flute. Inspired by Pablo's theme, in my teens I composed and recorded one of 
my own: Paco's Theme. One day, I told myself, I'd use this melody for a film about a 
lost boy on a long journey. When presented with Il fungo sirena to score, and seeing 
Saverio (played by Francesco Manni), I knew this was the film. Thus Paco's theme 
became Saverio's.

Left to right: Zia Domenica (Wilma Bertolini), Saverio (Francesco Manni), Zio Fausto (Agostino Bianchini), 
& Dottor Galli (Giuseppe Corti)

Saverio (Francesco Manni) and Charlie the goat
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Composing and recording the score came naturally. I wanted to bring out the 
emotion from the scenes, many of which came across almost as documentary 
footage, because the performances Stefan elicited from his actors were so natural.

In film music, flutes have often been used to depict children. Why? I knew of the 
famous American flautist Nancy Ruffer from her electrifying performances of 
contemporary flute repertoire. By luck she was available to record the solo flute parts 
for the score. These were cleanly engineered by Leigh Darlow at his Earthworks 
Studios in North London.

Il fungo sirena was premièred around Valgerola. Invited, I flew to Milan. Kindly, 
Stefan collected me from the airport. So overwhelming was my visit that I remember 
it as a dream. Stephan and his mum were very hospitable; she was keen to teach me 
as much Italian as possible. Stefan took me for spellbinding walks around some of the 
mountain locations I recognized from his lens.

I read that the inspiring American film composer Christopher Young, had once 
written a rejected score using toy instruments, for a feature: Invaders from Mars 
(1986). I'd have liked to have heard it. I felt Il fungo sirena would profit from a 
soundtrack mixing toy instruments with a backing of orchestral strings and analogue 
synthesizers.

Stefan Archetti directing the cast

Augusto (Francesco Goffi) (left) and Saverio (Francesco Manni) being directed in their adventure
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Synopsis

Il fungo sirena depicts the humourous, dramatic summer holiday adventures of 
Saverio (9), his brother Augusto (7) and their loving, adoptive uncle Fausto & aunt 
Domenica. We share a portrait of the lives, loves, homes, cottage industries, terraced 
landscapes and dramas of three generations of mountain people.

Saverio flies his late father's kite, walks with his goat Charlie. The townspeople gossip 
in church, make their famous Bitto cheese and throng to watch the 2006 FIFA world 
cup (won by Italy of course). Archetti sees this world being lost. Villager Valentino 
arrives unexpectedly from the USA, and the mysterious disappearance of a toddler 
thrusts the gentle community into turmoil.

Fausto takes his nephew mushroom-picking in the forest. There they find Saverio's 
first porcino mushroom: the prized Boletus edulis, nicknamed by his uncle 'the 
mermaid', because of its smooth and elusive qualities.

Left to right: Aunt Domenica (Wilma Bertolini), Uncle Fausto (Agostino Bianchini), Saverio (Francesco 
Manni) and Augusto (Francesco Goffi) Left to right: Saverio (Francesco Manni) & Uncle Fausto (Agostino Bianchini)
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On the evening of the première I sat cross-legged on the polished floor in a town hall 
with an excited audience whose faces I recognized: there were aunt Domenica, 
Saverio and others from the cast whom I knew well - having worked on the film. To 
the actors I was just a foreign face. "He wrote the music." "La bella musica!" That 
evening I was invited to share with Stefan's family one of the best meals of my life, in 
a mountain village pasta restaurant, steam billowing from kitchen vats of the freshest 
al dente pasta speckled with rare, fresh, grey mushroom and topped with the locally-
produced melted Bitto cheese. Hungry villagers exchanged cheers. Delicioso!

Il fungo sirena was released to critical acclaim, winning ‘Special Mention' at the 
Granada Film Festival in 2011.

Stefan Archetti (fourth from left) and cast members from Il fungo sirena

Left to right: Aunt	Domenica	(Wilma	Bertolini)	and	Sara	(Monica	Giumelli)
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Later in the main title music, we hear mermaids singing. I found pre-recordings of 
female singers and recorded my own voice singing falsetto over them in harmony, to 
make a magical-sounding high choir. This coro di sirene returns later in the film, 
when Saverio discovers the mushroom.

The Memorial

This music accompanies uncle Fausto and Saverio as they visit a monumental, open-
air war memorial. There was something moribund about the still stone, steeped in 
memory. I designed a bizarre, turning, detuned sound on an old Oberheim OB-X 
synthesizer, to convey Saverio's unfamiliar impression of the cenotaph. In turn, 
French horn, harp and piano enter, as Fausto conveys the past to his nephew.

Kite in the Corn

Saverio's kite falls into a field of corn. He runs in, becoming lost and dwarfed by the 
tall stems, turning left and right, desperately trying to find his father's lost kite. I 
recorded two different vintage drum machines, panning these to fly in opposing 
directions. If you listen carefully, you will hear these.

Hope

This was a mesmerizing sequence in the film. I remember a still camera pointing 
slightly upwards at an unusual angle in a wet street at night. Sodium lights reflected 
on the wet, obsidian cobbles. A car passes. Nothing happens. Stefan is still in the 
moment. I used only fragments of countermelodies from Saverio's theme, with richly 
buzzing analogue synthesizers and warm, metallic, electronic sounds - almost to let 
the electricity from the lights, sing.

The Wedding

This cue is based on a medieval Gregorian chant: the Kyrie: Alle doppie feste II, from 
the Canzoni ordinarie di massa. After a harmonized rendition from church organ, we 
zoom back dramatically from a small mountain church on a gloriously sunny day, 
and see emerging the two families in their clean black & white Sunday bests. Strings 
sweep in to share a sense of scale, scope and hope.

François Evans

Daniele Quaini, Francesco Manni, Valerio Quaini, Maddalena Spreafico, Francesco Goffi, Luca Fognini & 
Serena Mazzolatti.

Selected Music Cue Notes

Main Title: The Mermaid Mushroom (Saverio's Theme)

Saverio's flute theme accompanies a colourfully-animated title sequence showing an 
insect's-eye journey through mountain grass. A bicycle hooter honks. The hooter 
made a more interesting sound when its bulb was released, than when it was 
squeezed. Now you can't let go of a hooter's bulb until you have pressed it first. So, I 
recorded both squeezes and releases, and then went back to delete all the ‘squeeze’ 
sounds (every other honk), so that we hear only hooter 'inhalations'. This produces a 
quirky hiccough effect.
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Album Credits

Music composed & produced by François Evans.
Organo elettrico ad ancia Busilacchio, piano, Korg 770, Oberheim OB-X, Solina 
String Synthesizer, Yahama DX7, percussion, bicycle hooter, synthetics and contralto 
vocals by François Evans.

Flute solos by Nancy Ruffer.
Flute solos recorded and engineered by Leigh Darlow at Earthworks Studio, London 
EN5. 22/7/2008.

Recorded and mixed by François Evans at La.M.P. Studio, London, EN5. 
21-23/8/2008.

Mastered by Jerome Schmitt at The Airlab, London 30/9/2020 & 7/10/2020.
Album design: La.M.P. Graphics.

Thanks to: Stefan Archetti, Luisa Ciresa, Paola Ciresa, the warm people of Gerola 
Alta, Nancy Ruffer, Leigh Darlow and Jerome Schmitt.

This album is dedicated to Stefan Archetti. Grazie per la vostra fiducia, gentilezza e 
ispirazione.

François Evans: composer Nancy Ruffer: flautist Leigh Darlow: recording engineer

Film stills © Copyright 2008 Nine Lives Films & Stefan Archetti.
Music © Copyright 2008 Laboratoire Musical Phonoscopique Ltd
℗ Copyright 2008 Laboratoire Musical Phonoscopique Ltd

The LaMP logo is a registrated trademark of Laboratoire Musical Phonoscopique Ltd

For more music by François Evans, visit

www.lamprecordings.com
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